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CYCLE TORONTO WARD 13 BIKES
A Summary of Cycling Infrastructure Requests

Ward 13 Bikes submitted to the City of Toronto the following three proposals in 2014 that provided a
plan for an integrated cycling infrastructure connecting our Natural Destinations:
Humber River, High Park and the Waterfront plus our newest destination Sunnyside Bike Park.

1. Bicycle Infrastructure Improvements for Windemere, Ellis and Colborne Lodge Intersections
with the Queensway and Lakeshore Blvd.
Submitted June 23, 2014
Site Meeting September 11, 2014 with Lukasz Pawlowski, Bruce Clayton, Scott Laver, Sarah
Doucette, Chris Haskim, Sam Perry & Janet Joy Wilson in attendance.

2. Neighbourhood Safe Streets Proposal
Submitted September 22, 2014

3. High Park Intersection Proposal
Submitted September 23, 2014

We want to make it as simple as possible for implementation therefore here is a PRIORITY LIST for
SPRING 2015 based on pre-approved infrastructure, additional safety measures for children required
now and items not requiring council approval. Measures 1-4 should be able to be implemented without
further dealy (with the exception of the changes of no right turn on red that are noted below).

Measures 5-7 will require further studies, funding, etc for a more comprehensive enhancement of the
intersections of Colbrone Lodge and Ellis with Lakeshore.

1. HIGH PARK AVENUE - SHARROWS
From Annette St. to within High Park.
On June 12, 2014, Christina Bouchard wrote the following: “Following my work with Sam
(previous captain) a pavement marking plan has been submitted for sharrows on High Park Ave.
There are quite a few projects in the queue for this year, so it’s possible the painting may get
bumped to next year’s program, but the design work has been done so now it’s in the hands of
the contractors.”
This leads into Toronto’s largest public park which is being surrounded by further densification.
This work has been postponed to 2015. We expect it to be top of the list once weather is
permitting.
Please ensure that the entrance to High Park has sharrows continuing through it and joining up
with the bike lanes within the park.
High Park is the largest park located entirely within Toronto's boundaries. Since 1876, it has
been the jewel in Toronto's park system and a favorite spot of Torontonians and tourists alike,
with more than one million visitors annually.
Present state: no markings on High Park avenue, and there is the potential of bike / conflict at
the intersection with Bloor St. particularly with cars turning right in both the north and
southbound directions.
Update: these sharrows were put in during the fall of 2015, and they extend across Bloor, but
they did not follow all of our recommendations.

Figure showing sharrows extending across Bloor St., linking to bike lane within the park.

2. ELLIS AVENUE – SHARROWS
Starting at Runnymede bike lane, we want sharrows across Bloor St W continuing south along
Bike Route #19 to Ellis Avenue and continuing to the Martin Goodman Trail.
This route was approved in 2008 by Saundercook for a bike lane. Then cancelled.

This route has been on Doucette’s radar since 2010.
It is a signed Route #19 Bike Route. It is the most used route to the lake for W13 cyclists.
This is a priority reason for the following reasons:
a) The new Sunnyside Bike Park is a destination for boys & girls of all ages on bikes and they are
cycling to this Park on Ellis Avenue.
b) the Pan Am Games 2015 will be using this area which means additional kids on bikes and
motorists in the area.
c) New development on the south side of Lakeshore which will include children’s programming.
Note that the short section of bike route along Morningside, between Kennedy and Ellis is
particularly problematic as east-west car traffic does not stop at the intersection with
Kennedy.

Illustration of possible sharrow configuration between Kennedy and Ellis along Morningside.

3. Ellis Ave at the Queensway - Sharrows
This intersection currently has no bike infrastructure, other than bike activated induction loops
in both the north and southbound directions. There are pedestrian crosswalks on both sides.
Here the addition of sharrows paralleling the existing crosswalks would be very helpful.

4. COLBORNE LODGE at the Queensway (sharrows and signage)

Colborne Lodge is the only marked bike lane to the lake in Ward 13. As such, it is
imperative that the intersections with both the Queensway and Lakeshore be
upgraded. Note that the pictures here were taken during a period of construction
so the bike lane markings are not present.

This is the present state of the intersection. There are clearly marked crosswalks.
In addition, there is a multiple use trail that parallels the Queensway on the north
side.

Here is a view of the intersection, looking south from the NW corner. The pole
provides a perfect location for a bicyclist actuated push bottom. Barely visible
across the intersection is a sign indicating the beginning of a bike lane. A similar
bike lane sign should be placed on this pole at the NW corner.

These cyclists (below) are congregated on the SW corner, headed north. They
are clearly not aware of the bike lane, having come under the bridge on the
sidewalk.

This photo (left) shows the potential for cyclist/car conflict northbound at the SE
corner. The bike lane should be clearly marked here, and also continued with
sharrows across the intersection.

in order the decrease the
possibility for pedestrianbike and car conflict, a no
right turn on red should be
implemented. (although this
will need community council
consultation).

Here is the intersection with the addition of new signage, and sharrows:

5. COLBORNE LODGE at Lakeshore (sharrows and light retiming)

This intersection has a crosswalk in place on the west side. In addition, there is a
bike only crossing on the east side in the northbound direction. This is completely
unacceptable, given that Colborne Lodge has the only bike lane to High Park.

Here is the northbound bike crossing. The signage is adequate, but the major
difficulty with the crossing is that the green phase of the bike light is only 10
seconds, which makes it difficult for the majority of cyclists to make it all the way
across. Also, there is no safe haven for cyclists on the median. The only reason
why this light is cut short is to allow left turns for cars from Colborne Lodge onto
eastbound Lakeshore.

There is one more issue with the northbound bike crossing on the east side: very
often with three lanes of stopped cars eastbound on Lakeshore, cars in the fourth
right turn lane cannot see any cyclists crossing with the green bike light. The

addition of sharrows will help somewhat, but it is essential that a no right turn
on red be implemented here, and clearly indicated by signage.

•
•
•
•
•

Minimum acceptable upgrades to this intersection, to be implemented quickly:
sharrows for bikes in both the north and southbound directions. This would allow
for better separation between bike and foot traffic as well.
retiming of the northbound cyclists’ light.
better signage indicating that northbound cyclists cross on the east side.
No right turn on red for cars eastbound on Lakeshore Dr.
Appropriate marking of the bike lanes under the Gardiner.

2015 priority list for implementation in Ward 13:
6. ELLIS AVENUE & LAKESHORE BLVD W
a) DUAL LEFT TURN LANES to be removed.
A count is being conducted in 2014 and the count will be applied to
Traffic Operations capacity analysis that will model how the
intersection will operate with a single left turn, with
pedestrians and cyclists crossing on the east side.
Future traffic conditions will have to be considered as well. “The
counts we have at this intersection are over 5 years old so we have
ordered new ones, which will be done this Fall 2014.” as per Bruce
Clayton September 22, 2014
Sunnyside Bike Park will be a very busy place come Spring 2015 with children of all ages
cycling to the park to try out their skills.
b) The right turn from Ellis to Lakeshore / island / must be removed so that a safe crossing for
pedestrians & cyclists can be accomplished from west to east side of the street. A similar
island was recently removed at Queens Park Circle for the same reason. It aids motorists
turning right but does not keep pedestrians nor cyclists safe. With the influx of more
children in this area it is a priority to slow down the traffic.
Speed limits of 30 km/h “are recommended in areas where vulnerable road users are
common.”

•
•
•
•
•

Here, we have the opportunity to completely upgrade the intersection, allowing
for both pedestrian and bike traffic on both the east and the west sides of the
intersection. Essentially, the solution would be to have separated bike and
pedestrian crossings like those at Windermere, with the following differences:
the bike traffic would be placed closer to the intersection than the foot traffic.
crossings would be allowed on both sides of the intersection.
push buttons accessible to both cyclists and pedestrians would be added.
bike and pedestrian crossings added to north side of intersection
direction of sharrows indicate the separation between north and southbound bike
traffic, resulting in fewer northbound “stranded” cyclists on the northwest corner.
This would be further reinforced by appropriate signage on the south side.

7. Humber River to Jane Street Safe Streets Proposal SHARROWS
There is tremendous support from the community and the local BIA to have sharrows
connecting the Annette Bike Lanes to the local church and two public schools and the Humber
River Trail system.
There is an ongoing problem with speeding in this residential area and the community agrees
that sharrows and signage could assist in traffic calming to protect the many children in this
neighbourhood.
Toronto Wayfinding Strategy
Humber River to arterials is required as per the proposal.

8. Jane Street & Annette Street Intersection SHARROWS & Bike Boxes
As per the proposal.
Plus additional recommendations for Advanced Lights for Cyclists and Pedestrians.

